
Chinese	and	Western	Combinations	
Scorpio	(Boar)	Month		

Combination	with	Tiger	Year:				

 

"Form" Mars, Water, Fixed 
     
"Observe" Yang-Positive Wood 
 
Characteristics: Itinerancy, Intemperance, 
Hotheadedness,  Authority, Disobedience, 
Magnetism, Swagger, Good Luck, Discipline, 
Magnetism, Fervor, Intransigence, Impetuosity, 
Benevolence, Bravery, Suspicion, Revenge, 
Tenderness, Inspiration, Sadism, Dedication, 
Sovereignty, Mercilessness,  Fanaticism 
 
 

 

This combination does nearly everything to the maximum. There is no middle path or 
moderation in the Scorpio-Tiger. They wake up in the morning and rush out of the 
house trying to change things and live dangerously. The idea of doing things slowly 
and carefully does not occur to this combination. This dialectic results in a person 
related to a bungee jumper who is trying to show up a person they had an argument 
with. They may have gone to the grocery store, without a shopping list, and decided 
on the spur of the moment to jump. Maybe the only thing they do deliberately is place 
themselves in precarious situations. If you know someone who likes to paint a living 
room prior to going out for some games of beach volleyball and then entertaining 
friends for a gourmet meal, they are Scorpio-Tigers. The Tiger may not have nine 
lives, but this combination intends to squeeze nine lives into one. They attract people 
and others find them extremely interesting to be around. The Scorpio-Tiger has a 
quick temper, which it ignites without warning. There is some fairness to the claim that 
they are totally crazy. They want to experience everything on the planet and after that 
is accomplished move on to outer space. 
 
Romance: In the partner category they are true blue if they find someone who 
appreciates their color scheme. First the partner must defer to them in matters of 
craziness. This combination needs to be the big cheese in the crazy department. In 
order to do that, they need to be balanced with a person who appears respectable. If 
all this is accomplished, then marital bliss is possible.  This combination chooses a 
partner carefully and takes their sweet time doing it. Among the reasons are the crazy 
and active lives they lead. They are fond of movement and movement means 
changes. That does not mean they change partners, they just like to kind of rearrange 
items in their lives from time to time; perhaps move to Timbuktu or, barring that, redo 
the garden. Movement helps keep their unsavory appetites in check for without 
change they might be overcome with a vice or two.  
 



Relationships: For compatibility in this combination poor choices include Aries, 
Taurus or Aquarius-Rams. Taurus-Snake, Monkey and Boar are not on the list of 
choices either. Ruled out completely are Gemini-Tigers and Aquarius-Buffalos. Top 
tier selections in the area of love and romance are Cancer, Virgo, Capricorn or Pisces-
Horses. Also very fine picks are Dogs who are Cancer, Virgo, Capricorn or Pisces. 
Pisces-Dragons are superb selections too.  
 
Family Life: With children this combination is a loving and caring parent. They tend to 
bring up children who are independent but they have been raised relatively strictly so 
as to cultivate obedience and purpose.  This combination does not care in the least 
about impressing people. The Scorpio-Tiger decorates, if that is what it is, by impulse, 
intuition and instinct. Their home reflects them and no one else.  This is a nutty home 
that might have black lights and candelabras and furniture’s from the Jimmy Carter 
era. If they like it or those they love like it, then it becomes part of the furniture.  
 
Likelihood: This combination has their own version of tough love; they are loving but 
pushy. They make for polite bosses who tend to suggest rather than order. They can 
hold audiences and communicate well with others. They are good at dealing with 
people as well as persuading people.  This combination might be considered a natural 
law anarchist – people who make up his or her own rules. They do not like to follow 
those of the others. That does not translate to chaos, because they are organized 
people and highly capable.  They also, in spite of their independent tendencies, are 
reasonably obedient.   
 
Famous Scorpio/Tigers: Mohammed, Turgenev, Dylan Thomas, Charles de Gaulle, 
Pete Townshend, Jean Seberg, Ted Turner, Jane Pauley, Jeane Kirkpatrick. 


